A cloudingo Case Study

HOW TO IMPROVE THE RELIABILITY OF SALESFORCE® DATA

Plus increase user adaptation and gain a better customer profile
Faced with thousands of duplicate records polluting their Salesforce® org, resulting in confusion and a million dollars of lost revenue per year, Docker Inc. needed a solution to their bad data problem. Sales team members had stopped relying on the CRM, marketing automation systems and campaigns were ineffective and practically nonexistent, and an accurate view of the company’s pipeline was nearly impossible to obtain.

After weighing several data cleansing options, Docker chose Cloudingo to clean their data, eliminate the abundance of existing duplicate records, and to stop the hemorrhaging of lost revenue and resources.
Docker is an open-source platform for developers to make the creation, deployment, and running of web apps and cloud applications easier by using containers. Containers allow a developer to package an application with all of the parts it needs, such as libraries and other dependencies, and ship it out as a single package. Some of Docker’s clients include PayPal, Uber, Ebay, and the New York Times, to name a few.

How confidently and routinely Docker’s users were using Salesforce prior to cleaning their data:
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They never used it

It was their holy grail of info
One of the first tasks Melissa Warner performed after joining Docker as Director of Sales Operations was an audit and evaluation of systems and processes. What she found was the challenge of handling a multitude of duplicate records that existed in their Salesforce org, and a sales team that avoided using the Salesforce CRM Docker had invested in.

The biggest culprit causing duplicate records was Docker’s credit card transaction application. Each time a customer used a credit card, an account would automatically be created in Salesforce, no matter if the customer was a new or repeat client. “For example, we could have sixty accounts for one company because they were using their credit card once-a-month for their monthly subscription,” Melissa said. This system created thousands and thousands of duplicate records, and continued to do so. Unfortunately, with no way around the credit card processing application, the responsibility for finding a solution to the duplicate records problem fell to Melissa. “We needed a solution.”

**THE INFRINGEMENT OF DUPLICATE RECORDS**

Bad data was costing Docker $50K–$1M annually.
ACCURATE REPORTING AND LEAD TRACKING WERE NON-EXISTENT

Because of the large volume of duplicate records and relevant data points scattered across multiple records, the Docker sales team couldn’t rely on the information in Salesforce. Reporting and managing lead queues were impossible. “We were tracking the same people twice because they were both leads and accounts,” Melissa said. “We couldn’t tell what stage of the sales process they were in.” Instead the sales team migrated away from the CRM and worked off of spreadsheets, using different methodologies to track their pipeline. “They each had their own method to their madness.” Ultimately, Docker was unable to reliably track their business and sales effectiveness.

Melissa’s starting point was to clean up the data they had and work from there. “My initial primary focus was to get clean data to make our sales team more efficient in following up on the right leads.”
Melissa needed a tool that could find duplicate data in various ways, clean that data based on how she wanted the records combined, and do so quickly and as painlessly as possible.

CLOUDINGO TO THE RESCUE

Cloudingo’s ease of use, cost, and support team were the factors that won Melissa over. “It was so fast and so easy,” she said of her first use with Cloudingo. “I got my trial. We played around with it for about ten days and I said, ‘I need to buy this.’ We bought it and we were rolling!”

MELISSA RATED THE FOLLOWING...

Initial setup of Cloudingo:

- Frustrating
- A breeze

Ease of use:

- I was lost
- Very intuitive

Training, documentation, help resources:

- Not enough provided
- Very helpful
FIRST HESITATIONS AND FEARS

In the beginning, virtually all Cloudingo users find themselves hesitant to make the first initial changes. Understandably so. For most organizations, data is a critical asset, the value of which is unknown until it’s lost. Not only is the data steward to blame if something goes wrong, but they’re oftentimes dealing with years of data that has cost thousands or millions of dollars to collect. The repercussions of damaging the org could be detrimental!

Despite having years of data maintenance experience, Melissa still had those first-deduping jitters. “I was nervous. I thought to myself, ‘I’m about to change everything in here!’” Melissa commented that her data was in such bad shape that even if she had messed it up, no one would notice. But she would know.

Fortunately, the Cloudingo team engendered confidence in the application and in working through the process of a data cleanup. Melissa was able to overcome her fears by engaging with Cloudingo customer service reps and utilizing training and support resources. “You guys were always available to us. Any questions we had, you were right there. We had the support we needed right from the get-go.” Melissa said.
“One of the things I recommend to people before deduping is to have a plan first,” Melissa said. “We sat down and said, ‘What is our hierarchy of cleansing?’” The data management team, working with the Cloudingo team on a plan of attack, decided to first focus on cleaning single-objects — accounts, followed by leads, then contacts. From there they moved on to deduping leads against contacts, or multi-objects.

“By having our plan, we came up with our first filters, and it was very easy for us to adjust them and have more confidence each time we used them.”
EASE OF USE AND SUPPORT

“One of the things we found with Cloudingo was that our learning curve was very short,” Melissa said in comparing Cloudingo to desktop-based dedupe and data management tools that she had used previously. In past experiences with other applications and interfaces, Melissa frequently found herself on the phone with technical support trying to solve a problem which turned out to be unsolvable due to the limitations of the product. “That hasn’t been the case with Cloudingo. Any [filters] we’ve needed to build, we’ve been able to build. It’s not something that takes us a lot of time to figure out,” she stated.
Now that Docker's Salesforce data is clean, the confidence and adaptation among the sales team has drastically improved. “Cloudingo has improved the reliability of our data,” Melissa said. Weekly meetings are more productive, team members are able to make sense of their data, and they’re now equipped with much better lead metrics. Docker has also been able to save money and costs and, perhaps most importantly, has gained a better profile on who their customers are.

Clean data has also enabled Docker to successfully implement a marketing automation tool, something that was not feasible before due to the low levels of data quality and high number of duplicated records. “Now there’s no question of whether someone was touched or not because we can see who Sales did or didn’t touch.”
One unexpected benefit Cloudingo and clean data gave Docker was a precise view of the state of their business. “We knew we’d have better trending info, but we had no idea how off base we were on assumptions until we began to really cleanse the data,” Melissa said.

When asked what advice she would give to another Salesforce admin who is thinking about data quality and data cleansing, Melissa said, “Make it a priority early on.”
FREE TRIAL

Duplicate records can cost you time, money, and your reputation with customers. Save yourself a headache and clean up your Salesforce data with Cloudingo - voted a must-have app by Salesforce admins.

With a clean bill of data health you can:
- Save time by working with more complete and accurate records
- Protect your professional image and reputation
- Avoid conflicts between sales associates
- Prevent email campaigns from being blacklisted
- Generate more accurate reports and analysis
- And a whole lot more

Get a free data health check!

CLOUDINGO.COM/TRYNOW